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Tracking—Part 2 Animal Tracks

Q

uickly identifying an animal’s track allows a person to make some quick decisions. If
that track represents some type of predator you might take some extra
precautions. If you are hunting, you can make a decision whether to follow the animal or
ignore it.
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When it comes to animal tracks, SIZE MATTERS. The
larger the track, the larger the animal. Although the
tracks look similar they are easily distinguishable.
Canines have protruding claws or nails whereas
cats have retractable claws. Note the four forward
pads. All canines and cats have this in common.

Larger animals often have hoofs instead of paws. Three
common types are moose, deer and horses. The moose is
a much larger animal compared to a deer and consequently has larger hoofs. The size of the print indicates
the size of the animal.
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Most birds have four ‘toes’. The first points backwards in most
species while the second, third and fourth toes are arranged from
the inside of the foot out. The first (rearward) toe is used for gripDuck ping branches, etc. while the bird is perched (e.g., the crow).
Other species have adapted. The turkey is land-based so it does
not need the rearward toe. Aquatic species (e.g., ducks or geese)
have a web that stretches between the toes.

For a hunter in colonial times, numerous other animals provided a food source. Many of the species shown to the right
were trapped as opposed to being shot. This was cheaper in
both costs and time. A man couldn’t afford to sit and wait for
an animal to appear as there was other work to do. Also lead
and powder cost money, which was scarce.
In order to trap any of these animals, a man needed
to identify the habit (see Part 1) and then plan the location of a
trap. Following animal tracks usually provided a clue as to the
routes an animal took from shelter to its food source. Placing
a trap on one of these routes increased the possibility of success.
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Other animals tracks indicated a source
of income. The furs of beaver, mink,
otter and other animals fetched needed
additional income for a homesteader.
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